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The Darkest Secrets Stay HiddenGalaxy’s Edge Season Two continues as a divided galaxy is
navigated by heroes forced to chart their own dangerous courses.Wraith, seeking to acquire
intel on the mysterious Kill Team Ice, finds himself teamed up with an unlikely Nether Ops ally.
Zora and Garret, in pursuit of a lost friend, will have their loyalty to Captain Keel tested. And the
strain on Nilo and Black Leaf continues to grow, with unexpected intensity.For all of them, the
path forward is a crooked one, weaving through House of Reason loyalists, Bronze Guild bounty
hunters, brutal slavers, Legion operators, and the mysteries now emerging from the empty and
foreboding space beyond galaxy’s edge. And each step along that path only seems to reveal a
new, darker truth about what’s coming for them.But one thing is increasingly certain. War is
brewing.

Book DescriptionGet to the heart of the best of Copenhagen and begin your journey now! --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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ago.The man was late. That didn’t bother Hunter Ferguson, who sat alone at a table, deciding
whether to finish the meal set before him. Poached white fish, always fish when dining because
he couldn’t stand the smell at home, and this one with a tangy sauce he couldn’t possibly
reproduce in his own kitchen. Something he took on faith, having no desire to learn if it was true.
Thick green stalks of imported loppu, undercooked and left untouched on his plate because
loppu was a vegetable that chefs loved to serve despite their customers having no desire to eat
it. Quartered baby potatoes fried in some exotic oil and spices the names of which he’d forgotten
almost as soon as the waiter had proudly presented them. Those were good.The other man’s
tardiness… was not.Hunter looked around the restaurant. A place where being late meant
something. Where staff worked furiously to avoid the stain of late. Too long. Forever. Words that
mean death to a place like this meant to be the best. One of the finest in Utopion’s River District.
An exclusive establishment paying a preposterous rent and asking patrons for even more
preposterous menu prices. Yet customers waited months on end for a table so they could boast
to their friends about the hour they spent in the district where the rich and powerful sat among
the mortals. They called it a privilege to pay those prices and considered it a blessing to see a
House of Reason delegate or a well-known senator walk by.Hunter hadn’t chosen the meeting
location, though the potatoes were excellent. That had been the other man. The late man.More
fish was eaten. Loppu was prodded with a silvene fork. Hunter checked his watch, mostly for the
sake of the wait staff—all of them human, for the place was too important to rely on bots—who
were no doubt searching for some cue that they ought to remove the sturdy menu sitting across
from the lone diner. It would be a delight to remove the menu. A thrill. Proof that the ridiculous
location and ridiculous prices were justified by such acute, devoted service. It was for them that
Hunter checked his watch. He knew what time it was. Only ten minutes had passed since he’d
last checked.He had never been the “on time is fifteen minutes early” type. That was fine in a
world where things operated on rails. Hunter’s did not. Nether Ops did not. He had been told that
as a field agent. Began to believe it as a field director. He now lived it as a department
director.Lateness was a thing that mattered to others. It was a sin for others. For those working
their shifts in the restaurant. For the deluded politician with schedules neatly filled in five-minute
increments. But not to a man like Hunter, who had made those important men and women wait.
Because he had to. Entanglements happened. Reports came early. Missions went sideways.



Assets were burned. There were reasons to be late. And so, usually, Hunter didn’t mind
waiting.But the man who now arrived—the slim, professorial man with a kindly, wise face, gray
and silver hair, neat mustache—it bothered Hunter to wait for him. Because this bastard was
only late because he could be. He was late for no other reason than to make Hunter wait.Hunter
sat stone-faced in his seat, napkin in his lap to prevent the apron-wearing vultures from
descending on his table and carrying off what remained of his meal. The potatoes really were
excellent. He might wish to finish them after this was all said and done.The late man looked
about the restaurant as if he was unsure if he was in the right location. He, who had arranged for
the meeting and made the reservation under a pseudonym. He clumsily removed a thick tweed
jacket and hung it on the hook, then fumbled about in the wrong direction until a youthful hostess
kindly pointed him in the right direction. He, who had surely scouted the location, memorized the
layout, and had his own Carnivale men verify that Hunter was on site before even leaving the
confines of his office.He approached, not meeting Hunter’s stare until he was right next to him.
Then he rapped at the table and said, “I see you’ve already started.”“Starting is the only way to
get back at someone who’s late.”“Aside from leaving,” said the man.“If I could leave, I wouldn’t
have come.”The man smiled and sat down. A server appeared at once. The man waved her
away. “Thank you. I just ate.” He looked across the table at Hunter. “The food here is average at
best. And if I’m going out for lunch, I prefer something sweet. A sticky bun or two.”Hunter shook
his head. “You’ll ruin your heart eating like you do, X.”X tsked and patted his chest. “Men in our
position, we’ve no use for hearts. How was the fish?”“Better when eaten alone. What does,” he
fluttered his fingers in the air, “the Carnivale need from my department?”“You wound me, old boy.
Is there anything wrong with friends simply catching up?”“We’re not friends.”“Colleagues, then.
Surely you won’t deny me that affiliation.”Hunter sat back in his chair and lowered his head. “I
might.” He searched the room and leaned forward again, quiet now. “The Chiasm?”X looked
down dolefully. “Regrettable. But… sometimes it is necessary to remove a man’s head to see if
he truly was a monster. We found our monster in the MCR.”“More like you created one.”“Shades
of gray, old boy.”X removed his pipe and struck an old-fashioned match. Hunter suppressed a
scowl. This, too, wasn’t something the man needed to do. He was doing it because he wanted to.
Because he could.A waiter teleported to the side of the table. “You can’t smoke inside, sir.”X
regarded the thin blue wisps rising from the pipe, the aroma of burning tobacco filling the air.
“And yet I am doing the very thing. How curious.”“Put it out,” Hunter admonished.X winked. “For
you.” He turned the pipe over and extinguished the smoldering leaf between his fingers. The
anxious waiter retreated to his place along the wall, ever vigilant, ever eager to serve.“I took my
lumps over the entire ordeal,” X said, pointing the stem of his pipe at Hunter for emphasis. “And
yet I remain director. What does that tell you?”Hunter splayed his hands. “Powerful friends.”“No
more powerful than yours.”“What, then?”X drew a slow, satisfied smile across his face. “That the
game is still afoot. The hunt is still on. And the prey—the real prey—is still out there.” He leaned
back in his seat, his smile vanishing. “I’m taking her.”“Taking who?”“The girl. Broxin. Your
agent.”“Like hell.”“Like hell.” X chuckled to himself. “I misspoke. I’ve taken her. It’s done. She’s



with the Carnivale, may it live in infamy.”Hunter sat stunned, unsure if the old man was goading
him or serious.X winked again.“She’s our best agent,” Hunter said.X nodded wholeheartedly. “I
know. Perhaps the best in all of Nether Ops. And… a true believer. And you and I both know what
those are capable of. She cleaned up our mess remarkably well. All that business with the
corvette set to ram the House of Reason. Wonderful girl.”Hunter shook his head. “No. I’ll fight you
on this, X. Her place is in Sec-4. I went through great pains to bring her in from the Legion and
—”“You have no idea the pains undertaken for that woman,” X said calmly. Matter of fact. An
academic correcting a student.“Her father—”X held up a hand to stop Hunter mid-sentence. He
smiled, and Hunter found himself wishing that the man would rage at him. Would show some
outburst of emotion. Anything to suggest that this was something more than a fait accompli.“She
was never yours or your department’s. Only for a time. Stieg Broxin had a way of making things
difficult. The man is dead now.” X looked up at the exquisite, modern lighting, his expression
wistful. “We’re starting to go now, you know. Those who fought on Psydon. Our time has arrived.
It comes in spurts. Starts and stops and then we all go down the drain—like the generation
before us. Make way for the generation yet to come.”X centered again on his fellow director.
“There’s nothing left for you to do. This is a courtesy. Andien Broxin is where she was meant to
be well before she’d had the opportunity to become a blemish for the House of Reason in its little
shove-fight with the Legion.”Hunter glared.“You haven’t finished your lunch,” X observed.“I find
my appetite missing.”“Well then, the check.” X raised a finger and was presented with the bill. He
whistled at the final amount. “All that for half a fish.”Hunter removed his own credit chit. “That
won’t be necessary.”X examined the man sitting across from him. “Tell me what you think of me,
Hunter. Tell me what you really think.”“I haven’t the vocabulary or the time.”“You’ll find, Hunter,
that we are the same. The distance you feel is one of years and experience. Nothing more. What
you are, I once was. What I am, you will become. Should you live long enough. No guarantee in
our line of work, old boy.”Hunter stood, tapped his credit chit against the bill, and paid for his
meal. “The same. No. We both hunt for monsters, but if the day should ever come, Oba forbid,
when I—how did you put it—remove someone’s head and discover they’re not a monster after
all… that’s the day I’ll admit that the job has moved beyond me. But you, you just find the next
monster, X. The innocent and the guilty alike. We are not the same. Good day.”01The ships
came all at once. A coordinated jump into the system. Small, modified craft. Freighters and star
cruisers. Not big but armed. Each with its own degree of firepower. Blaster cannons to be sure,
whether a solo turret or linked heavies meant to converge on whatever fell before the cockpit.
Three separate missiles and one torpedo launched from the ships, whose owners had credits to
spare. That sort of ordnance was rare.And all of it was after Leenah and the Indelible VI.Her
initial shock wore off almost as soon as she registered it. The Six’s automated systems took
over, identifying threats almost the moment they went hostile. Shields easily absorbed the
blaster cannon fire sent in her direction by inexperienced combat pilots with itchy trigger fingers.
Missiles were scrambled, and a torpedo intercept charge rocketed from a top-deck
compartment and eliminated its target well before Leenah even had time to think about evasive



maneuvers.She had spent untold hours, as well as several fortunes, making the ship as good as
her considerable talents allowed. The result was an even faster, more durable, and lethal craft
than the considerably advanced ship she’d started with. The only trouble was, the ace pilot who
usually handled the controls in times like these was on the planet below, his hands full in Rakka
Spaceport.Leenah nosed the ship down into a corkscrew maneuver, seeking to shake the craft
that bore down on her as one. They were attempting to close ground, but she was faster,
extending the distance between them, her auto-turrets not even bothering to fire because of the
range. Her pursuers, by contrast, kept up a steady stream of blaster fire; it streaked harmlessly
overhead, illuminating the cockpit with green, red, and yellow glows from the diverse weapons
systems.Careful not to venture too far from the planet, Leenah sent a hurried distress call to
Captain Keel below, forgetting comm discipline or procedures and repeating the man’s name as
though it were a prayer that could ward off the attack.“Tell me what’s happening,” Keel said from
below, his voice forceful and in control.The shields shuddered from a lucky hit but still held
strong. Leenah forced calm on herself. She breathed, opened her mouth to speak, and found her
voice absent. Barely a rattle.“Talk to me, Leenah!”Things sounded as though they weren’t going
well for Keel, either. Before the space in the orbit flooded with what appeared to be a band of
pirates flying a motley assemblage of ships, she had been preparing to enter atmosphere and fly
standby to extract Keel if he needed it. That need didn’t sound like it was lessening, and her
current vector was taking her farther away from the planet. That wouldn’t do.Though a craven
section of her brain demanded that she just keep going until she had outrun the attackers and
escaped their wrath, a stronger urge compelled her to adjust course and swing back around
toward the backwater planet. Never mind that it would bring her onto a flight path that would
require her to brave the storm that followed her. Never mind any of that.He was down there. And
so was Garret. She wouldn’t leave them. Couldn’t leave him. She loved him.The Six turned
sharply, a tight, hairpin maneuver that exposed the ship’s belly for seconds too brief for the
attackers to take advantage of. Leenah could hear the engines rumble and whine, telling their
secrets in a language only she knew intimately.The energy shields shuddered and shook as the
Indelible VI exchanged fire with the ten rival craft that had given pursuit. Leenah focused on the
controls, yawing and juking and doing what she could to keep the shields strong as her ship’s
sophisticated auto-targeting program battered enemy shields and forced the combatants to veer
off or face catastrophic loss of integrity.An old Arcturian raider lost its shields after only a few
seconds of receiving an oncoming barrage. It peeled off starboard and suffered engine damage
when it wandered in front of a friendly stream of blaster fire.One down.Next came a Kencoth
T880, a workhorse of a freighter looking as though it had rolled off the factory line not long ago.
Its hull was painted a bright, shining yellow not yet dimmed by years of deep space travel.
Modified with a single forward-facing cannon, it shot several heavy, ponderous blaster bolts at
the Six. The type of bolts that were easy to dodge, but disastrous to shield integrity should it
score a lucky hit. It did not. Instead, it absorbed the fury of the Indelible VI’s rapid-fire auto
cannons, causing its shields to drop. Still, inexplicably, it stayed on course. Perhaps the newness



of the ship had overinflated the confidence of its pilot. Not that it mattered. A moment later the
craft blossomed into an explosion as onboard flammable gases ignited and then just as quickly
burned themselves out in the vacuum.Here Captain Keel would have done something
unexpected. Fire a concussive torpedo into the midst of the remaining vessels and then perform
some impossible evasive maneuver. Or fly through and leave a timed bomb primed to explode
just when the enemy ships were upon it. Close enough to scorch the Six’s tail feathers but not so
close as to knock out the engines.Leenah knew that Keel would have done something to
permanently even the odds. But thoughts of what that might have been came to her only after
she had already burst through the pod of ships, knowing that they would veer and she would not
in their game of wills.She would not blink first.The other ships pulled hard to avoid the streaking
comet that was the Six, rubbing hulls where the formation was too tight and the pilot’s skill level
too low. Leenah checked the rear holos and saw that, despite the minor collisions, none were
disabled. But neither were they in a position to run her down before she reached atmosphere.
Their turns were lumbering, wide, amateurish.She had made it. But not without damage. The
head-on assault had overloaded the comms array. Which wasn’t necessarily a problem—she
was close enough to the planet to issue a comm burst without the need for the additional power
the array provided—but any outgoing transmission would still try to go through the array, so
she’d have to reroute it on the fly.Leenah set herself to the task, setting the controls on auto—a
straight line at full speed to increase the distance between herself and her pursuers. Then she
dropped from her seat and began to pull and replace the comm wires beneath the dash. Her
fingers groped and twisted, and the panel felt much smaller than she knew it to be. Twice she
debated leaving the cockpit for the more accessible panel just outside the cockpit, but hot-fixing
there often caused more problems than not.Though it felt like epochs had passed, the entire
task took less than a minute. Back in the pilot’s seat, she checked her pursuers and saw them
still racing to catch up. She looked ahead at the planet. Almost there.And then, in an instant,
everything changed. A ship—large and gray and certainly military—dropped out of FTL between
her and the planet. It took Leenah a moment to recognize it as an old Republic model,
something that might have served during the Savage Wars. The ancient beast opened its mouth
and belched small yachts from its belly—at least two dozen of them. Leenah peered into the
empty chasm of the ship, which appeared to contain little more than its starfighter bay. But what
it had just delivered would be more than enough to harass the Six. Maybe even bring it down if
she gave them the opportunity.The yachts, painted with a matching black-and-blue color
scheme, were armed with medium blaster cannons, two on each wing. They fired alternating
volleys, two bolts from one wing and two from the other. Leenah slid her ship from side to side
and let the auto-turrets rip into the enemy fighters, destroying one before having to pull straight
up and break off her approach from the planet. The incoming fire was too strong and intense for
her to weather another direct assault. Her dodging wasn’t nearly enough to keep her shields
from protesting. They were on the verge of failure.The comm chimed, and Leenah knew it was
Keel before he spoke. “Keel to Six. I need you down here, Leenah.”The change of course gave



the first assaulters, the modified freighters, an opportunity to converge on her position even as
the swifter yachts followed, chasing her with a relentless flurry of blaster fire.She had to force
herself to activate the comm. Force herself again to control her voice. “Aeson… They’re
everywhere!”“Who is?”The Six swooped back onto its flight path, performing a tight loop to
shake itself from the various targeting systems all conspiring to destroy her. Blaster bolts
seemed to encase the craft from multiple directions as the freighters caught up and rejoined the
fray. The shields absorbed more punishment, screaming through alarms and whistles that they
were at the end of their effectiveness.“Leenah! Who? What’s going on?”“Ships! Not starfighters,
but—they’re all shooting at me and the shields are barely hanging on and I had to hot-fix comms
and I need you up here and flying!”“I can’t make it up there, so you need to get down here,
sweetie. Do you understand me? Whatever it takes. Get down here! You can do it.”It would
require another reversal. Another threading of the needle to reorient again and launch herself at
maximum speed toward the planet. She would have to do her best, with hands of impervisteel,
to hit reentry at just the right angle to avoid burning up completely. Especially with the shields
already so close to failing.“I’ll try. Oba… Oba…”“You can do it, Leenah.”The raking of blaster
bolts over the shield array, punching through and hammering the Indelible VI’s hull, told her
otherwise. An explosion rocked the ship, killing two engines and setting off the most frantic peals
of alarms yet. Leenah had fractions of seconds left now. Time for one decision so long as she
didn’t waste time thinking. All that was left was to react.With the planet behind her and swarms of
hostile ships ahead of her and beside her, she reached out for the hyperdrive controls and
pushed the lever forward. The stars became elongated lines as faster-than-light travel
began…… only to be interrupted by an explosion that consumed the ship and rocked her in her
chair, the restraints the only thing preventing her from being thrown against the dash. The
eruption of force was so powerful it switched her brain offline, unconscious for what inevitably
came next.She awoke in utter darkness and thought she was dead, floating in the world beyond
mortality. Slowly, her senses returned. But the darkness remained. She put her hands to her face
and winced as her fingers went over a knot on her forehead. The touch reactivated nerves, and
she gradually became aware of how bad she felt.“Feels like someone beat me up,” she
mumbled. She realized she was indeed floating and soon decided that the cockpit had lost its
artificial gravity.Her throat was sore. The back of her neck ached, as did her calves. One elbow
felt as though a knife had been stuck in it, but when she moved her fingers to the spot, all
seemed whole. No wetness of blood and crust from a congealed wound.She remembered the
attack, and with the memory came a sudden spike of adrenaline and fear that subsided almost
the instant it flared up. Her mind issued scenarios and set down logic aimed at calming
her.Whatever happened, they’re not here anymore.But where was here?The surest source of
that information, the Indelible VI, was no help. The ship was as dead as Leenah had fancied
herself to be upon first waking. And not just down for the count. Completely and totally dead.
Main power offline. Redundancies offline. Comms dead. Everything… dead. No matter how
much she caressed and encouraged the cold instrument panel. No matter her mechanical skill. It



was dead.“But you’re still alive,” Leenah said to herself, speaking aloud because there was no
one else to speak to and it was good to hear something. She paused and then added, “For
now.”That little bit of dark humor wasn’t usually her style. Perhaps Keel was rubbing off on her. Or
maybe it was like he’d once explained—sometimes you reach a place where the only thing left to
smile about is life’s dark little ironies.Whatever the reason, Leenah repeated the words. “For
now.”Now there was no irony. No gallows humor. Only the realization that life in this state could
not carry on endlessly. Something would happen. A breach or a total expenditure of breathable
air. Something. And since she wasn’t the type to sit down and wait for death, she began to
investigate what was likely to kill her first.“Find your enemy and KTF,” she said.Yes, Keel and his
Legion associates had definitely rubbed off on the girl who’d gone chasing a fantasy in the
MCR.The darkness was unsettling because it suggested that she was far away from the
habitable part of a system. There was no glow of a sun, no shadows of other celestial objects.
Just the faint pinpricks of light from distant systems. Insufficient to pierce the black of the cockpit.
Enough only to tell her that she wasn’t blind.She removed a thin ultrabeam from her coveralls
and clicked it on. A blazingly pure rod of white lit up the cockpit. Leenah squinted against the
intensity and then twisted her body around as her eyes adjusted. All around her wires hung,
revealing thick cords marked with frays and scorch marks. Some were fused. Some were
severed from an overload that had heated them to the point of melting and separating. There
had been a fire, but the cockpit’s protection systems had snuffed it out without taking all the
oxygen with it.Leenah shook her head. She couldn’t even begin explaining what had caused all
of this except that it had to have been the result of her making the last-minute jump with her
shields down, engines failing—some exploding—and the hull being savaged by blaster fire. How
far and how long she jumped, she didn’t know. But she did know how to find out how long the
systems had been dead.The cockpit of the Indelible VI was designed to seal against the rest of
the ship. That was standard in all but the oldest and least-regulated spacefaring craft out there.
The cockpit lacked the ability to jettison and serve as its own escape pod, but that was fine.
Such systems were notoriously unreliable for a variety of reasons she would go over some time
when there was nothing else to do.Since life support was in the section of the ship that also
managed dampeners and other comforts that kept a ship feeling more stable than it would
otherwise, most cockpits had an independent air scrubber that ran under its own power. The Six
had an upgraded model that was rated to supply breathable air for three people for a week.
Leenah would have all that air to herself. She just needed to find out how much she’d already
used.The air scrubber was nestled beneath a warren of loose wiring that Leenah had to stretch
and pile to the side before she could crawl down deep enough beneath the dash to find the
machine readouts. Under normal circumstances, those readouts would be accessible through
the holoscreens that filled the cockpit. With her stomach sucked in to make herself as small as
possible, Leenah wriggled her way into position. She pushed a rat’s nest of tiny, thin wiring out
the way to read the display and found it cracked and undecipherable beyond a single flickering
digit. The number one, though it could just as easily have been part of a seven.She pushed her



way back. “So much for that.”She pushed her hair-like tendrils aside and rose up for a moment
before squatting back down, hugging her knees. She found herself wishing she wore a
smartwatch, like Garret. It wouldn’t be capable of hypercomm with the Six dead in the dark, but it
would at least give her an idea of how much time had passed. She did have a datapad, but she
hadn’t brought it with her into the cockpit.Leenah turned and looked at the door, then floated
toward it to inspect it up close. It was sealed. Its panel readouts dead. Which meant its
automated open-close mechanisms were likely also dead. And while there was a way to open
the door manually from this side, she had no idea what she might find on the other side. Given
the obvious damage the ship had sustained, the cockpit could easily be the only part of the Six
that wasn’t exposed to vacuum. The only way to tell for sure was to open it and find out—a risk
she was unwilling to take.For now.The air was still fresh, and Leenah doubted that she’d been in
a coma for days or weeks. She wasn’t all that hungry, and she was clean. She just had to pay
attention. Notice when her supply of air began to run low. And if the scrubber was working
properly, then even without a functioning display, it would notify her of that.“Assume a day
unconscious at most,” Leenah said aloud. “And assume that beacons are dead or
destroyed.”She now had an opportunity for survival, but that did little to alleviate her other,
greater fear. That without her being there to provide them with extraction, Keel and Garret were
no longer alive to rescue her. But she would push on thinking that Aeson had managed to defy
the odds again and pull himself out of a sticky situation. She’d seen enough of that to believe it
possible. As for the doubts that lingered and threatened her with depression and despair…
she’d learned a long time ago how to bury those.“So,” she said as she removed a conduit runner
from her coverall’s shoulder loop. “Let’s start tracing these wires and find out just how far they
can carry a signal.”That would keep her busy for a while.02Run.That’s what she’d told him. And
Keel could tell that the woman he thought of as his stepmother had meant it. But from whom?
And why? Those were the questions Keel needed answered. He wasn’t a man accustomed to
running. If he was going to make a tactical withdrawal, he needed to know why.He stepped back
on board the Obsidian Crow and was immediately greeted by the bloodthirsty little war bot. It
whistled and clicked in its primitive language and rubbed itself against Keel’s leg.He patted the
bot on the head. “Nice to be welcomed home.”Keel moved to the holding cell, expecting to see
Honey where he’d left her, but bracing himself to find her escaped, even though the bot would
presumably have said something had that happened. Best not to take chances.As the little
gunnery bot trailed behind him, it beeped and trilled a question.“Can’t say when the killing will
start again, Death.”Death, Destroyer of Worlds, let out a mournful sigh.“I’ll make sure you get
some, you maniac.”This cheered the bot up. It dared to ask something that Old Boss-Man Rechs
had always declined. Could it be outfitted with the same weapons that humans like New Boss
and Old Boss used to kill?“Don’t press your luck,” Keel said.The little bot tilted downward in self-
pity. This was not the answer it had hoped for.“How about if I promise to think about it?”The bot
roused up once more.“Anything happen with Honey while I was gone?”Not that the bot knew of.
Did New Boss-Man want her executed?They arrived at the cell, where the exotic, tentacled



beauty lay asleep. She had eaten sparingly of the rations he’d left her. No doubt hedging against
the possibility that Keel wouldn’t return.Keel eyed the Tennar for a moment before answering the
bot. “No. She might be the only one who can help us.”The bot sighed. If it hadn’t been so useful
in getting out of the Sigma ordeal, Keel would be giving serious thought to having its memory
wiped and a new personality installed. The thing was psychotic. He wondered what Garret would
think of the little bot, and that brought to mind another trouble.The code slicer was waiting for
him. As was Zora. And… Jack. Who had his heart set on killing Honey over some shared
history.“Been awake long?” Keel asked, guessing that if Honey was asleep, she was a light
sleeper. People always on the edge of death tended to be.“You’re back.” Honey pushed herself
up on a bent tentacle that constituted a human elbow. She looked alert, but her voice betrayed
her. The drippings of sleep made it heavy and slow.Keel pulled over a stool from a nearby
workbench and sat down as it re-magnetized to the deck. “We need to talk.”Honey shook off the
remains of sleep and sent out a new wave of pheromones. She watched Keel for his reaction,
and when his eyes didn’t go starry, she nodded slowly. “Yeah. I figured you’d say that if you came
back.”“What made you think I wouldn’t?”She shrugged. “No offense. But… you don’t know what
you’re up against.”“So, tell me.”“Not that easy. I need some assurances.”Keel splayed his hands,
palms up. “We can work something out with Jack.”“I know that much. He’s not my
concern.”“Seemed to be pretty concerned when I first caught up with you.”Honey’s countenance
darkened. “It’s the fact that you—and he—caught up with me at all. That won’t escape their
notice. And there are no second chances.”“In Nether Ops?”It was a guess, but not a stretch. And
Honey’s reaction told Keel he had the right of it.“Nether Ops doesn’t exist any longer.”“Don’t feed
me that sket. Maybe it doesn’t exist as an organization, but no one except the most delusional
pol would think you can just turn off the Deep State by implementing Article Nineteen. You have
to reach far into the corners of the tank to clean out all the scum.”The Tennar held her head up
as though she was above the indignity just splashed before her. “We weren’t all scum.”Keel let
out a one-note laugh. “I met one agent that seemed to have her head in the right place. She
ended up stealing my ship and kidnapping my crew.”Honey’s ink-black eyes seemed to flash in
recognition, but her face soon relaxed. She fixed Keel with an even gaze. “I need protection.”Keel
gave a half-smile. “You’ve got me for as long as I can trust you. But I won’t hesitate to hand you
over to the bot here if you try to pull a double-cross. And believe me, he won’t care about your
pheromones.”The Nubarian gunnery bot beeped menacingly.Honey folded her tentacles in her
lap. “I would’ve laughed if you’d told me you’d protect me before I saw what you did to those
Sigmas. That was suicide.”“That was Tuesday. And stop trying to woo me with your magic sex
chemicals. I’ve got blockers.”“I’m not. No more than normal. But I mean it. They’ll have a hard
time with you.” She brushed her forehead and then studied the man before her. “I suppose they
already have.”“Who is they?” Keel said, rising to his feet. “If we’re going to help each other out,
let’s start there. Who’s trying to kill me?”Keel knew at least one name—Surber—and he wanted
to see if what Honey offered lined up. It didn’t.“You may as well call them Oba,” she said. “It’s not
an organization so much as a… as a collection of power. A shadow oligarchy. They’re not exactly



the type to order letterhead. In Nether Ops we called them the Mandarins. And we learned very
quickly that finding out who these people are ended badly. Always.”Keel wasn’t sure he believed
anything he’d just been told. That there was unimaginable wealth and power at the highest
echelons of government… well, recent history confirmed that much. As did common sense. And
usually that was where his belief system stopped when it came to organized crime
masquerading as concerned politicians. The idea that there was a cabal of movers and shakers
who really ran the show felt a little too close to the kind of conspiracy theories Masters was
always going on about.“What do they want with me?” he asked.Honey gave a slight smile. “I
can’t say. I’m not a member of the club that wants you dead. But I can tell you why they wanted
Tyrus Rechs dead, and I suspect it’s the same reason with you. He knew too much.”Keel scoffed.
“I don’t know anything, sweetheart.”She stared at him for a moment, scrutinizing him. “You really
don’t, do you?”“Kill Team Ice,” Keel said, changing the subject. “What do you know about
that?”Honey bit her lip and cleared her throat. “Kill Team Ice was a Republic program that began
during the Savage Wars. It became apparent very quickly that the conflict with the Savages
would not be quick. Fighting would flare and fade. Each time, skills would be lost, and they would
have to be relearned the hard way. And given the ferocity and suddenness of Savage attacks,
there was no guarantee that those skills could be learned on the job. Not before a major core
world fell, anyway.“New Vega was the Republic’s ‘Never Again’ moment. And to prevent another
core world from experiencing the same fate, the Legion’s best warriors—those with exceptional
ability and know-how—were put in cryostasis. They received additional mental and physical
training while they were out. And when they were awoken, they would be assigned to the most
dangerous and crucial of missions—then go back on ice until the next time.”The Tennar tilted her
head. “Hence the name. Kill Team Ice.”“And I’m supposed to be one of them,” Keel said. “Despite
not knowing anything about it.”Honey shrugged. “The program’s end date isn’t something Nether
Ops was aware of. Nor its location, or who kept it funded… really we didn’t know much of
anything beyond the big words that painted a loose picture. Kill Team Ice. Tyrus Rechs. And even
what little I’ve told you is top secret.”“Fairly underwhelming. Tell me what you know about Tyrus
Rechs.”Honey gave a slight smile. “You’re asking me because you already know.”“Maybe.”“Tyrus
Rechs, the bounty hunter, was in actuality General Rex, the man who ended the Savage Wars. It
is believed he underwent an experimental longevity regimen. The House of Reason put a bounty
on his head after he disobeyed direct orders that jeopardized a galaxy defense initiative
involving an allied species known as the Cybar.” Honey straightened herself and examined the
end of one of her tentacles. “Is that the way you heard it? Do I pass the test?”“Close enough for
artillery,” Keel said.Honey pointed to the corners of her ray-shielded confinement cell. “So. Do I
get liberty?”“That’s a big ask.”“It’s the next step.”“Not quite,” Keel said, looking toward the cockpit
and its comm station. “At least a few steps ahead of that one.”Honey leaned back against a
bulkhead, resigned. “We weren’t all how you think.”“Who’s that?”“Nether Ops. We weren’t all
working to impose an emperor or place ourselves in some new galactic order. A lot of us
believed in the Republic. I was one of them. And I don’t mean the House of Reason, either. If the



Legion had declared Article Nineteen when it should have, there were Nether Ops agents who
would have supported you.”“Legion Command didn’t.”“No. They didn’t. But some of us fought
against Goth Sullus all the same. Remember that. We may not be friends, but we have far more
enemies in common than you might think.”“I’ll keep that in mind.” Keel moved to leave.“Who did
you see?” Honey asked. Keel suspected she only wanted to keep him around a little longer.He
turned back to face her. “Someone who confirmed that I was in Kill Team Ice.”“Check on them.”“I
just saw them,” Keel protested. “And we weren’t exactly close. I’m not going to give them a call to
let ’em know I made it home safely.”“The planetary news. Check.”Keel hesitated.“Check,” Honey
insisted.Keel pulled out a datapad and spoofed an encryption that would allow him to access the
appropriate holonews streams as a local. It didn’t take long before he saw footage of a billowing
black smoke cloud erupting from his stepmother’s apartment and rising to the top of the building.
Reporters, their expressions thick with empathy, explained that a faulty power system had
caused the blast. They confirmed that the resident inside had died. And they promised to be
back with more details in this developing story, despite it having already developed whatever
details were newsworthy. In actuality they were promising to continue showing the carnage.Keel
looked up. “How did you know?”“It’s been like this. Ever since Sullus fell and secrets started to
spill. People with power—with real power—are after two things right now. Savage tech and loose
ends. Kill Team Ice is a loose end for someone.”“The Mandarins.”“That’s my guess.”“And who
wants Savage tech?”Honey gave a humorless smile. “Everyone who has even the slightest
inkling about what’s still out there. Nether Ops in all its stripes. House of Reason loyalists, though
they’re paper tigers. Pawns. The Legion, if they know what’s good for them and have processed
whatever archives they got ahold of in taking Utopion. Nilo and Black Leaf, to be sure. And other
players, too. I’m not trying to be coy or cute. I don’t know.”Keel nodded and resumed his trip to
the cockpit. Honey was only one source of intel, but this was all rapidly inflating to something
bigger than he could navigate on his own.“They won’t stop,” she called out after him. “Not until
you’re dead, along with anyone else still out there. Everywhere you go… they won’t stop until
you’re dead.”“Sounds like we have something in common then. I won’t stop until then,
either.”03The ping to Chhun’s comm had gone unanswered. That didn’t surprise Keel. The man
was always busy. But Keel could count on Chhun getting back to him as soon as possible, so he
put the thought out of his mind as he went over his next moves. Zora was trying to reach him,
and her last message had come complete with a threat to personally fulfill the termination
contract that was on his head.She was joking. The termination contract had been lifted when the
Bronze Guild’s leadership went up in one of the more satisfying explosions Keel had ever been a
part of. No, Zora would have to kill him for free. Unless she found herself mixed up with whoever
these “Mandarins” were.Keel was considering whether to call her back and begin the delicate
work of seeing what information he could acquire from Nilo while simultaneously keeping the
Tennar free from harm. And then the comm chime sounded, the encryption key showing it was
clearly Legion.“Go for Keel,” the captain said, expecting to hear Chhun’s voice on the other
side.Instead, he heard from the Dark Ops legionnaire who went by Bear. “You in it?” the deep,



gruff voice asked.“You have no idea.”“General Chhun wanted me to link up with you. He’s a bit
occupied at the moment. You got something for us about Nilo?”“‘Occupied,’ huh?” Keel grinned
and shook his head. “No. Haven’t reported in yet. A few other things came up.”Keel told the Dark
Ops legionnaire about what had transpired since their last communication. The hit on his
stepmother. His own personal Nether Ops prisoner who was singing like a tertullian swallow.
And… Kill Team Ice.“Doesn’t ring a bell,” said Bear. “Bad-ass name, though.”“It’s causing me a
lot of trouble, is what it is.”Bear grunted. “And you’re gonna try and get to the bottom of it before
you help us out putting eyes on Nilo.”“Sorry, pal. That’s the way it’s gotta be.”“Well. You’re a free
agent so I can’t exactly order you.” A low, thoughtful grumble of consideration filled the comm
before Bear continued. “How much you trust this Nether asset you’ve got with you?”Keel looked
back toward Honey’s cell, obscured though it was by sealed blast doors. “Not enough to let her
walk freely about my ship. She’s telling me the truth as best I can tell, though.”“You think she was
at the director level?”“Probably not. But I think she was a high-level agent. Mission planner.”“So
how about this… you bring her in to me, and we hold her and vet her. She passes muster, we
can use her on something.”Keel scratched the back of his jaw beneath his ear. “Like
what?”“Been havin’ a hell of a time slicing intel when it comes to Nether Ops. The whole
infrastructure, for that matter, but Nether Ops in particular. Those guys knew how to burn their
data. Except it’s not a full burn, just a localized one. You find a node and start to get in there, an
alarm gets triggered and everything goes up. Slicers are working on it and striking out.”Keel
thought about Garret and whether he’d have better luck, but the kid wasn’t available and Bear
didn’t seem to be thinking about him.Bear continued. “So, we’re busting our asses hitting these
nodes with our kill teams, pulling as much data as we can and then losing what’s left. Just about
every hole we find turns out dry before long. But we know how they’re doing it and I think we
might have a way of scooping up more Nether intel if your asset is willing. Think she’ll be on
board?”“I think I can convince her to be.”“Good enough. Ulori. Repub base. Land in the
Rammsen Star Port and I’ll bring you inside.”“What’s Dark Ops doing on Ulori?”“Chhun steppin’
down as Legion commander led to some much-needed reorganization. Ulori is the staging area
for the 131st now. I’m out of Sector HQ and commanding Kill Team Victory. Ping me your ETA
and I won’t make you wait. Bear out.”The comm chimed its end-of-transmission bleep and left
Keel in an empty cockpit. The captain chewed his thumb and stared out of the Obsidian Crow’s
latticed cockpit windows. He’d known that Chhun was going to revive the 131st Legion, and with
it, Victory Company. He hadn’t realized that the prospect of seeing it alive and working again
would leave his stomach in such knots.Keel sat in the front passenger seat of an enclosed,
armored sled with privacy windows and a patina of red dirt climbing its way up the black exterior.
Bear drove, his muscular bulk dwarfing the steering wheel, a blaster pistol mounted to the side
of the center console and another to the driver’s door. Honey sat in the back seat, ener-chained
but content, looking out the window at the grass-covered hills, the tall stalks swaying to reveal
the hand of the wind.Other than an effusive hug and a “Good to see you, bro,” Bear had done
little beyond grunt during the drive out of the spaceport. Keel knew that Honey was the cause.



She’d gone along easily enough with ener-chains, but without an isolation hood, she could hear
whatever was being said. It seemed to Keel that she had expected to be placed in one and was
cautiously optimistic when ener-chains beneath a folded-up jacket were all that he and Bear
asked of her.“Okay,” Bear said as the sled pushed farther into the hinterland outside the
spaceport, following a long road that turned off between great parcels of farmland tended by the
native Ulori. “We’re clear.”“Have much trouble in the port?” asked Keel.“Place used to be thick
with MCR. Nothin’ like that in a while, but that don’t mean it won’t pick back up again.
Everybody’s lookin’ for their angle now that Nineteen is done. ’Specially after Kublar.”“Thought
the Ulori loved the Republic.”“They do,” Honey interjected. “It was the human population that was
the problem back in the day.”Keel had seen almost as many humans as Ulori back in the port. Of
course, it was easy to confuse one with the other if you only caught a glimpse of a face passing
by, fully dressed. But a closer examination revealed the Ulori’s hair to be delicate, wispy feathers,
and though their hands were human-like, they had only four fingers, and feathers ran from wrist
to elbow. Their feet, taloned like birds, would be another giveaway, were they not hidden within
work boots.“You know,” Bear said, his willingness to talk growing with the distance from the
spaceport, “the Ulori was the species Masters brought up most often as proof of his little theory
about how the galaxy got populated with sentient life.”Keel chuckled as he watched an Ulori
farmer riding high in a tractor, thirty meters from the highway. “How’s he doin’?”“Can’t say. He’s
not with the team right now.”Keel was surprised at how disappointed he was to hear that.
“Something happen?”Bear shook his head. “He was putting in a rotation with Team Two before
the Legion authorized the band getting back together. Finishing up.”Keel raised his eyebrows.
“Team Two. One of the original teams.”Bear gave a malicious half smile. “They’ll make sure you
won’t forget it.” After a beat, he added, “Bombassa’s here, though. Everybody else you probably
don’t know. Good guys, though.”“Glad he made it home. Glad to see you too, Bear. How’re the…”
Keel nodded toward the floor. “New legs?”Bear rumbled out a laugh. “Fine. I’m used to ’em.” He
looked down. “Kinda skinny lookin’ though, aren’t they?”The cybernetic legs looked like tree
trunks.Keel turned himself around and asked Honey how she was doing.“Fine,” the Tennar
answered. “If I’m being quiet it’s because I didn’t want to break up your reunion. And I’m still
processing what I’m about to do. Guess I didn’t imagine the day would come where I’d be
sharing secrets with Dark Ops.”Bear’s smile emerged in the rearview mirror. “Welcome to the
good guys.”They reached a small, walled compound a half hour later. A windowless, two-story
building rose slightly above the three-meter-high walls of printed duracrete. An impervisteel front
gate a little wider than the sled was guarded by two Ulori armed with blaster rifles.Bear brought
the sled to a halt ten meters before the gate, following the commands of the Ulori guards, who
walked to either side of the sled. Bear lowered his tinted window and the Ulori looked inside,
glancing at Keel and the Tennar in the back seat. Outside of Keel’s window, the other guard
stood, his rifle ready.“Welcome back, Captain,” the Ulori said. His face was smooth, slightly wider
than the average human’s, with bright green eyes that seemed bottomless. A widow’s peak of
feathered hair disappeared inside an odd local hat that looked like a loosely wrapped turban



fitted with a ballcap bill to shield the eyes from the sun’s rays. “Any trouble at the port?”Bear
shook his head. The legionnaire was calm, and that kept Keel at ease. “MCR still hasn’t decided
to test this particular old stomping ground.”“They would do well to refrain,” suggested the guard.
“Not even Kima is a home for them now.”“We’ll see. But you’ve got it right when it comes to Ulori,
K’dee.”The Ulori nodded, smiled politely at Keel and Honey, and then straightened up, trilling in
its soft, avian language to the guard opposite, “Tary-oot. Trrrr.”The other guard went to the gate
and punched in an access code. To Keel’s surprise, when the gate swung open toward them it
was powered not by smooth repulsors but by four more Ulori guards, their rifles slung around
their bodies.Bear slowly moved the sled into the compound through the gate.“Usin’ local
security, huh?” Keel said, more of an observation than a question.“Uh-huh,” grunted Bear. “Big
supporters of the Republic and the Legion. Article Nineteen, too. General Chhun wanted to be
sure we kept that relationship strong, so we’re working with them when and where we can.”“Not
a combat zone, though.”“Nope. Not since Sullus went down. Still, the planet’s trouble with the
MCR is still recent history. There’s a vigilance.”Honey had turned around to watch the Ulori pull
the gates closed again, locking it with a heavy metal bar. The thud could be heard clearly inside
the sled.“Why aren’t the gates automated?” she asked.“Can’t slice a big ol’ hunk o’ metal,” Bear
answered. “The Cybar got us thinking about the way we did things. That gate weighs as much as
a fully loaded combat sled. Noble—he’s our engineering sergeant—thinks an MBT would have
to back up a few times before it managed to break through. More than a match for a speeding
sled.”Bear parked the sled to face the gate, ready to speed out of the compound the moment
they might need to. A similar sled was parked thirty meters away. The big legionnaire swatted
Keel on the chest with the back of his hand and then pointed out the windshield. “Look who’s
coming to say hello.”Bombassa stepped out of the compound’s main building, an unfamiliar
legionnaire following him. Bombassa gave a measured smile and a single nod, which passed as
exuberance for the war fighter.Honey leaned forward between the two front seats. “What’s
Lashley doing here? In Dark Ops the entire time and I hadn’t the foggiest. Neither did Nilo.
Bravo.”Keel and Bear exchanged a look. Keel shrugged and popped open the sled’s door, but
the big man stayed inside, turned around, and fixed what his legionnaires referred to as the “dad
face” on the Tennar.“So much for OPSEC,” growled Bear.04Honey was quickly escorted away by
a legionnaire named Roland Noble, whom the others called “Nobes.” The Dark Ops leej served
as the reconstituted Kill Team Victory’s intelligence sergeant. Bear promised to join the man
later, but first needed to introduce Keel to the new members of Kill Team Victory.Bombassa,
Keel already knew. He followed the tall man inside the compound building without a word, but
there Bombassa paused, watching Honey disappear around a corner to the interview room with
Noble, a pair of Ulori guards providing security.“You recognize her?” Keel asked.“No,” he said
flatly. “She was involved with Black Leaf?”Bombassa’s voice was back to normal. The alterations
that had provided him with a different vocal tone and speech pattern had been reversed.“As a
cover. She’s Nether.”The big operator showed his disdain.Bear clapped him on the shoulder and
took the lead in the compound. “Useful is what we hope she’ll be. Team’s spread out, Keel, so



we’ll introduce you as we come across them. Sorry in advance if they don’t treat you like a
legend. Most of what you did is still classified.”Keel shrugged. “As long as you don’t mention the
Order and get them all up and saluting.”“Captain Ford won that thing,” Bear said with a grin. “He
ain’t here.”The compound had been built by a paranoid non-native—a human who ended up
giving it to the MCR back when the planet had its issues with the upstart rebellion. Repub
marines had long ago raided the building and cleared it of all enemy combatants and any
sensitive technology. It had been empty for years before Dark Ops took the building to serve as a
command outpost for Kill Team Victory, but signs of the hullbusters’ assault and the time since
were still evident.The entryway was spartan, just a table and some chairs that sat beneath a
dual staircase leading to the second floor. Scorch marks were burnt into the walls, and damage
from where the front door had been blown in was still visible. The tile floor was uneven, pushed
up by roots. The green blades and leaves that belonged to those roots looked wilted and dying,
assaulted by the newfound foot traffic and the sealing of their previous light source by a heavy
blast door that would fit right in on a Republic destroyer.“My office,” Bear said, pointing to the
table.A legionnaire moved quickly down the stairs, pausing to acknowledge Bear and
Bombassa. “Captain. Top.”“This is our communications sergeant, Timothy Nixon,” Bear said,
introducing the leej to Keel. “Nix, this is Aeson Keel. Former Legion. He’s going to help us out on
the op.”Nix shook hands with Keel. “Nice to meet you. Dark Ops?”Keel nodded. “For a
while.”“Thought so. You’ve got the look. Which team?”Feeling trapped, Keel looked to Bear.The
big man shrugged. “Still classified, Nix.”Keel felt conflicted. He had no reason to lie to the
legionnaire, and yet he felt protective of his past. What was an easy question felt complicated, as
everything did when it came to mixing himself back in with the Legion.Nix looked thoughtful and
then feigned disappointment. “As in… there’s another ‘secret’ team out there other than Victory?
And here I thought I made it when I got assigned.”“You are where you belong,” Bombassa said,
his eyes darting toward Keel.“I… I was Victory’s first captain,” Keel finally admitted, unsure
exactly why he felt the need to act on the compulsion. “Long time ago.”“You’re Captain Ford,” Nix
said.Keel managed a half smile and regretted revealing the info.“Holy sket. You’re the Captain
Ford.”“Don’t make it a big deal,” Bear said. He looked at Keel. “Glad you let the wobanki out of
the sack, though. Masters would have blabbed eventually.”“Whenever he gets back,” Bombassa
added.“So, what’s going on?” Nix asked.“That depends on what Nobes gets from a prisoner Keel
—Ford—brought in,” said Bear. “Gather up the team. We’ll do introductions and then catch Ford
up on the mission as planned so far.”The meeting took place in the team rec room. Keel felt a
nostalgic sense of belonging. Someone—surely Bear, Masters, or Bombassa—had set it up
nearly identical to the room the team had kept aboard the Republic destroyer Intrepid.Holopics
of the fallen lined one wall, surrounding a framed display of the kill team’s unit crest—a koob
skull before crossing lightning bolts. Keel swallowed at the sight of Rook, Kags, Twenties… and
Exo. And there were others as well. Fish and Pike—men who’d served under Chhun, whose own
holopic was on a separate display that Keel assumed was for team command. Or perhaps it was
because of the fame Chhun had achieved within the Legion.Even the blaster cannons from



Pappy’s combat sled on Kublar had been faithfully hauled and set up, just as they had been
when Keel was actively with the team. Keel ran his hands over the twin barrels that had bent in
opposite directions from the blast that had started a cascading series of events that led from
then to now.“We tried to honor the history of this kill team,” Bear said, standing beside Keel as he
examined the artifacts. “It’s Dark Ops, but it’s tied to the 131st in a special way. So, when General
Chhun put in the request to Dark Ops to have a dedicated kill team attached to the reformed
company, there was no doubt Victory would be the one reactivated and set to the task.”Keel
gave a smile. “Eventually some hard-nosed commander is going to come in here and order it all
removed. No living on yesterday’s glory.”Bear grunted. “We’ll see.”A legionnaire named Benjamin
Arguello held out a capture stick. “You’re not on the wall, Captain Ford. Can we grab a holo for
the wall? Put you next to Chhun?”Keel shrugged at the weapons sergeant the other leejes called
Wello. “Yeah. That’s fine.”He stood uncomfortably as Wello used the capture stick. The device
beeped and then sent a perfectly touched portrait of Keel onto the wall next to Chhun.Keel went
through the team, meeting the men and doing his best to remember each man’s face and name.
Victory had expanded to become a ten-man team. Each man seemed capable, and Keel had
seen firsthand Bear’s abilities as a team leader. He had no doubt that the kill team would be up
to whatever tasks it was assigned.After the initial meeting was receding and respectful questions
had been asked and answered, after the playful ribbing that passed easily among the team
members, Keel found himself in a corner with Bombassa, who was serving on the team as its
operations sergeant. Bear had gone to assist Nobes with Honey’s interrogation.
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Robert DeFrank, “Grab this book and read the hell out of it. Season 2 of Galaxy's Edge.After
Goth Sullus, can things get any worse?Short answer: yes.Longer answer: read the books,
because these are characters you want to follow when the going gets Keel is doing a better job
than even he had thought in filling Tyrus Rechs’ shoes – and his armor – but Keel, the Legion
and Black Leaf no sooner put out one fire than hints of a new threat surface, using the remnants
of the deposed and despised former Republic as cover. Keel’s search to uncover the secrets of
Kill Team Ice – and of his lost past – take him to the seediest and deadliest corners of the galaxy
where he work his best, but there are lurking horrors of there for which Goth Sullus and even the
Savages was only the first hint. Brace yourself for something big when Book 3 rolls around,
because these authors ain’t playing.”

Valerian8, “The second season is packed tighter than ever with action, intrigue. The first season
of Galaxy's Edge was an amazing introduction into the worlds that comprised the galaxy at the
mercy of a self-serving government, the Legion that fought for it until its true nature was
discovered, hard-core military sci-fi with relatable characters, and power struggles --- until Article
19 needed to be enforced to bring justice back to the citizens, human and alien, and remove the
tyranny the House of Reason had been guilty of. Dark Victory is a wrap up of exceptional value
from Book 11 in the Galaxy's Edge series. It forewarns of yet another power shift of incredible
evil coming forth to strain a tenuous peace the Legion has been trying to restore with help from
Dark Ops. It also clears up potential cliffhangers from Book 11, tying the series' many woven
characters and storylines into a cohesive new track that creates an addictive read. The authors
have created an excellent setting for the playing field in what should be considered the best
military sci-fi series available in the 21st Century... and offers everything lovers of older science
fiction can easily get into and on-board with. Galaxy's Edge has every bit the draw of traditional
fantasy - like Game of Thrones - in its layered political power players and military strategy and
might without the unnecessary over the top gratuitous sexual explicitness and language. It's a
series that isn't afraid to look at the nature of humanity (or its own alien species that make
science fiction fun) and show both the flaws and the admirable. The authors are great students
of understanding societal trends and how shifts can be either a serious danger or a means to a
better path without being preachy or indicating that there is ever one correct way to handle
delicate subjects or debatable situations. Galaxy's Edge is easily rewriting how science fiction
can address common themes in real life through relatable fantasy; the authors show that one
doesn't have to make great sci-fi fit into a specific way of viewing real life but an opportunity to
remain freely imaginative and explore ideas in ways that are entertaining and often inspiring. I
found Dark Victory to be my favorite book in Season Two and am anxious to continue the saga.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “More.more.more,.how do you like it? Love it. Fast paced, frantic action so



deeply entwined.that it's an amazingly intricate story. Not your typical space opera. Encroach
and Cole leave readers scratching their heads and begging for another hint at ETC is going to
happen next.”

Joshua Young, ““More More More”. When last we left Galaxy’s Edge, some craaaaazy stuff had
happened. (But when hasn’t it?) Dark Victory kind of steps us away from those events, which
was initially a bit frustrating, but continues to build story momentum. If you’ve liked and been
excited by GE this far, you should enjoy this.I’ve got one or two qualms, notably that a
particular… thing… we’ve been fearing for sometime now has a chat with other characters, and I
feel like that robs some of the scary mystique. But all in all, it’s a strong entry and I’m ready for
the next one.”

Product Analyst, “Starstruck Sci-Fi. It's about the hardest thing nowadays to do to find a decent
series. These Legion books are some of the most exceptional writing, story-telling, and
character development that I have ever seen. Season 2 (in my opinion) is bringing an even
higher level of prestige and excellence - this installment being no exception!”

M. Kea Smith, “Love the fast pace!. I enjoyed getting to know Garrett better; watching him mature
& learn that he IS as important as Wraith said he was. And Arkaddy Nilo agrees. Looks like a
new friendship here. That'll be a great one.But what's really up with Surber?Thanks again for a
fantastic reading adventure. It's just getting better each installment! Please keep writing.”

Maus, “Out of sight. I was not disappointed in the authors work on this story! Lots of action and
great characters made this book as good as the rest of the series! Can’t wait for the next
installment!  The best authors of science fiction in the 21st Century!”

Barry H., “Outstanding !. Yet another great episode to the galaxy’s edge saga , great plots and
characters, simply great military sci fi, just can’t put these down !”

Ally, “Kept in suspense. Excellent read ,can’t wait for the next one. Jumping around the galaxy
getting rid of the bad guys is the way to go .”

The book by Jason Anspach has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 730 people have provided feedback.
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